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British Airways flight was forced to make
emergency landing at Heathrow with engine
on fire after tired engineers completed work
on the WRONG PLANE

Engine of A319 burst into flames on a London to Oslo flight in May 2013
Investigation revealed that engine covers were left off by technician staff
Planned to return to add oil but went back to a totally different plane
Overtime had left staff 'compromised by fatigue' but British Airways
confirmed they will remain with the company

By JAMES DUNN and HANNAH PARRY FOR MAILONLINE

PUBLISHED: 09:00 GMT, 14 July 2015 | UPDATED: 15:53 GMT, 14 July 2015

A British Airways flight was forced to make an emergency landing at Heathrow with one engine on fire
after exhausted engineers worked on the wrong aircraft.
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Passengers were left terrified when the covers of both engines flew off and one of them burst into
flames on the flight of an A319 from London to Oslo in May 2013.

The pilot was forced to return to the airport on one damaged engine, making an emergency landing
while the plane scattered chunks of metal, some weighing up to 37kg, across the runway.

On fire: Passengers were left terrified when the covers of both engines blew off and one of them burst into
flames on the flight of an A319 from London to Oslo in May 2013

Tense moment: The pilot was forced to return to the airport on one damaged engine, making an emergency
landing after while the plane scatted chunks of metal, some weighing up to 37kg, across the runway
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Passengers had tried to alert crew members about a problem with the engine but they did not understand
what they were trying to say 

An Air Accident Investigation Bureau report (AAIB) found that blundering engineers had
accidentally left the plane's engine covers unlatched during maintenance operations at Heathrow.

Two nightshift engineers had intended to return to top up the oil and latch the fan cowls, but had gone
back to an entirely different plane, which was a different model, on a different stand.

The A319 that they had been working on is considerably smaller that the A321 they returned to, with
143 passenger seats, compared to 205. 

Investigators found that the workers could have been 'compromised by fatigue'.

One of the BA technicians had worked 70 hours over seven consecutive days and nights and was on
the second of two 12-hour overtime nightshifts.

Though they were initially suspended, British Airways have confirmed that the staff will remain with the
company. 

The blunder was also missed by a pilot and ground handler inspections before take off.
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The investigation revealed that one of the fuel covers cut through a fuel pipe after take off, causing the
engine to set on fire and leaking almost three tonnes of fuel.

However, the engine was shut down promptly which reduced the intensity of the fire, but forced the
pilot to land on just one engine.   

Passengers had tried to alert crew members about a problem with the engine but they did not
understand what they were trying to say and a senior crew member couldn't manage to get in touch
with the captain.

Just 33 minutes after taking off, flight BA762 was back on the runway and all 75 passengers and five
crew members were being evacuated via the emergency chutes.

No-one was injured but investigators revealed that one had put other passengers at risk by throwing
his suitcase down the emergency chute.

Back on the ground: Just 33 minutes after taking off, flight BA762 was back on the runway and evacuating all
passengers via the emergency chutes.

Engineers 'failed to lock doors on both engines' which resulted in the emergency landing
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The accident, caused by fan cowls being left unlatched, is not unique and this has led the AAIB to
make a number of recommendations to stop it happening again.

The report reads: 'This, and numerous other similar events, shows that Airbus A320-family aircraft
have a history of departing with the fan cowl doors unlatched.

'It is also evident that, in practice, the flight crew walk-around inspection is not entirely effective in
detecting unlatched fan cowl doors and therefore a design solution is necessary.

'Enhanced methods of detection through design solutions are being considered by the aircraft
manufacturer.

'As a result of this investigation, five Safety Recommendations were made concerning: fatigue risk
management; fan cowl door position warnings; fan cowl door certification requirements; in-flight
damage assessments by cabin crew and aircraft evacuation procedures.'

Cowl doors have blown off 34 times before May 2013 on A320 aircrafts - the family that the A319 is in
- and 12 times since the Heathrow incident.

The report recommends that Airbus modify the A320 aircraft family so that pilots are alerted
electronically if the covers are left unlatched but this was rejected in favour of high-visibility paint on
the latches.

Investigators also called for a 'Fatigue Risk Management' police to be adopted  after analysis showed
that the technician's shift pattern resulted in a 'two in five chance he experienced high levels of
sleepiness'. 

They also recommended British Airways reviews its inspection policy after revealing it had been
ineffective on this occasion.

A British Airways spokesman said: 'The safety of our customers and crew is always our highest
priority. The changes we have already made to our procedures, along with the safety
recommendations for EASA and Airbus, will prevent occurrences of this type of incident in the future.

'It is through co-operation with the AAIB and other safety bodies that we, and the airline industry as a
whole, can continue to improve the safety of flying and prevent future incidents.

'Our highly trained pilots and cabin crew ensured our customers' safety throughout the flight and the
subsequent evacuation.' 

Different plane: An example of the A319 that the technicians left with the covers unlatched with plans to
return later to top up the oil. File picture
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This is an example of the A321 that the technicians returned to, which looks longer and slimmer and carries
more than 50 passengers more than the A319

London to Oslo: The accident happened on a flight from Heathrow to Oslo in May 2013
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Read more:
Aircraft Accident Report 1/2015 - Airbus A319-131, G-EUOE, 24 May 2013 Air Accidents Investigation Branch
report - GOV.UK
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Jamie Dornan dotes
over his daughter
Dulcie as he enjoys
family day out with wife
Amelia Warner
Quality family time

Lewis Hamilton pairs
unusual long shorts
with bold red trainers
and a matching cap for
daytime jaunt in NYC
Just can't get it right

Wedding in the works?
Demi Lovato, 22,
reveals she would say
yes if boyfriend Wilmer
Valderrama, 35,
proposed
All loved up

Birdman sues Jay Z's
Tidal for $50 million
because he claims
the music streaming
service is illegally using
Lil Wayne's songs

Paul Walker's younger
brother Cody Walker
lands first major acting
role alongside Nicolas
Cage after stepping in
for his late brother in
Furious 7

Fresh-faced Michelle
Keegan exhibits her
slim and toned figure in
tight-fitting gym gear as
she steps out make-up
free
Maintaining her figure
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painted on your back':
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You Won't Believe Your Eyes With
These Perfectly Timed Pics!
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Totally Busted: The All-Time Best
Celebrity Mug Shots! [Photos]
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They Hoped Their Son And Dog
Would Bond, But Never Anticipated
A Friendship Like This.
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MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS

Singer's hygiene pad
falls from between her
legs on live TV

Shocking moment child
no older than 12
executes ISIS captive

No spoon, no problem!
Susanna Reid uses her
fingers to eat

Smoke billows from
Egyptian Mediterranean
patrol ship hit by...

50 Cent talks about
becoming 'ideal person
for lawsuits' after filing
for bankruptcy
A bit rich?

Rochelle Humes
showcases her slender
limbs in vibrant orange
shirt dress and chic
black heels as she films
The Xtra Factor with co-
host Melvin Odoom

Hulk meets
Terminator! Muscle men
Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Lou Ferrigno share
workout tips as they get
their pump on at gym
together

Emmys could make
history with first African
American Best Actress
with Taraji P Henson
and Viola Davis
nominated... after
'Oscars So White'
scandal

Bad boy! Michael
Jackson's son Prince
Jackson puffs on
vaporizer as he meets
mystery brunette for
movie date

'I'm two of you!' Amy
Schumer jokes about
her size in comparison
to Kelly Ripa as she
promotes new movie
Trainwreck 
Talked about weight

'Father-to-be' Louis
Tomlinson throws baby
doll off stage during
One Direction gig... as
new video emerges
following Briana
Jungwirth 'pregnancy'
news

Tearful Caitlyn Jenner
breaks down on stage
as she accepts award
for courage at ESPYs 
She became emotional
while thanking her family
at sports awards

Sam Smith is 'ecstatic'
to be unveiled as new
face of Balenciaga in
atmospheric black and
white shots... after
losing three stone by
cutting out processed
food

What WAS she
wearing? Tala
Alamuddin upstages big
sister Amal Clooney on
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